The law of favor – Part 2

• Favor is a gift from god that you can’t work for; it is to be a blessing and not revenge.

• Favor: regard with kindness, give aid, give prominence, give support, wish success to, afford special advantages, show special privileges, endorse, make easier, give unfair partiality, grant preferential treatment.
The law of favor – Part 2

• Favor determines your destiny.
  psalm 102:13, 16; I Samuel 16:7

• When you have favor or grace on your life, nothing can stop you. expect to win.
  Matthew 27:12-14, 19

• Favor will make you a blessing where you will be able to distribute to others.
  genesis 12:1-2 (KJV/AMP), genesis 24:1 (kjv/amp); genesis 24:35
The law of favor – Part 2

• Favor promised to Abraham is also promised to you; you have to learn how to walk in favor.
  
galatians 3:7, 9, 13-14, 29

• One encounter with favor is worth a lifetime of labor.
  
exodus 3:19

• Favor is life; decree favor over yourself.
  
psalm 30:5, genesis 39:6, 9, 21-23; job 22:8
The law of favor – Part 2

• Favor opens doors for you; Faith is positive, it sees the invisible.
  genesis 40:7, 14

• You have been called to solve problems; you have been chosen by god. Expect favor and decree it.
  Ephesians 1:4, job 22:28

• When you have favor, you are divinely positioned. Pray favor over your family for protection.
  I Samuel 16:6; 8:19; 9:2